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ABSTRACT , ' . . 
. .• 
.. 
. · . 
, . . 
.. . 
, .The re'lative ,av.ailabil-i~y .of verbal and picto:t;~al ' . 
, . . . . . ' I o 
· memory representations '· for pictur-es •. an~ words wa~ .e:>sa~ined 
- ~. • . . J ., 
in a visual, matching _ task with reaction time · {RT) as the .' 
. . ' 
... . 
'' )' ~ ·, de~endent variable . . Unfi~led ~eb~!~tio'n ,intervals o'f .·S 1 2 1 · -
' ' 
' () . . • • • . l f1!' 
or 8 · seconds· were employed . .' to estima'te the effect of_ temporal 
: I 
. param~ters upon suchb memory representations .. _ In Experiment 
I • . , 
. . 
I, Ss we~e unaware of the format (picture . or word) of the 
. . .. . L 
. , 





- ~·of trials 'in wh,ich the format · of- the· second stimulus was . 
-
r~ 
. . . 
~ho~~. . Th~ _res~_;Lts from _,bo_th __ experi_~ent_s) suggest- that v_~s'ual: ·. 
·anq ~ef~al m,emory ___ co~es -_are \n gen~-~al ef(uall~ avail&ble
1 
. , · 
for pictures, while · the verbal· code is"-' more availabfe _for· 
. . . . 
·."' . 
words.· . . Thus,, •. verbal la~el1il)_g p; pict'ures is easier than 
. ,image: genera~io:tt. for words. ···r.n addi.ti~n 1 . t.h~ visuai code 
I . . . . , 
.· f9x: ·_fictur~s see~~ t _o dec~ea.se ~n availabili -t::Y more ~apiCU.y _' 
than the--verbal - ~ode with iQcreas{ng delay o~ _the secorid 
. . ·.• . - . . ' 
s-~~mul~~~ , . a result ~~ich ?.~i~ht- ~e .pue t~- -~ higher -~_endency 
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INTRODUCTION • i 
' . 
' .. •· 
A conf:listent -f ihding in a. wide varle..ty of memory ·task.S 
. .. 1 ' . -
is that pictures are· more easily remembered than words',' The 
' . ' . ) e. 
• 0 
first ~ection of this thesis will . J:'evi.ew _some of tne re·search 
dem'?nst~ai=;ing this effec.t·· in free J?eca.ll, r~cocjni tion rn~mory ,' 
'verbal discrlminatlon le~?ing. (VDL) ,'!and paired asso'ciate 
)e~rning (PAL) .. · Theo:r~ti,cal di.scus,si?~ o.f. impro'(ed pi~ture 
. . . \ 
'f '• • • I • ' ' - '\ 
memory will center on Paivio' s (1971) l:wo-process explanation 
' e • . • ~ ,-' • . • ~ • • I 1!1 \ • f ' 
whi'ch stresses. the, differential av~ilaoility of verbal .an.d . 
imaginal memory codes<· for picture~ and .'words. So~e e~peri-
. . l . . ... ' 
ments . ~tl.lizing · su~ce.s si:ve ma,tching 'ta'sks wi.ll be . discussed 
~ ., f • , ' 
. ~ terms·:or the i.~formation that 'they prov~de concernin,g . t'he 
. . . . . ' -· -
' . . 
. r_e;~,t~'r . av~ilabi~ity of imac:,r_ina~ and~ y~~b{l mem~ry, ~t?des · . . . 
·and temporal factors <:tffect'ing i;:h~ availabil·i ty ' of such c.odE:;!s. 
The ._ present ~xperiments att~mpt~d to explore t;.he 'availability 
• • • I ~ ' . ' ' 
l . . 
of imaginal .and ve;J;bal. rriemory codes over.' time thro~gh' the use 
• 
0 
of a success.ive visual matqhing . task invoiving pictures . and 
. I . 
words and ·different un~ille4 re~ention inter_~,9s 1 The .. 
' I r 
~a.tibnale.·"f~r the~e exper_ime~ts and' some gen'eral pred.ictio~s 
' • . I 
concerning the· speed of various matches in this task will 
I . 
conclude the introduction. · 
' I . . .. ' G • 
A number .· of 'e~perim~nt!s.' u~ lng· ~f'ree ·:recall as ' the~ , :. 
, •, . ·" . . 
: 
.. 
!})emory task have ·demonstrated that objects or P..ictures of · 
. . . 
ob.jects are recalled better thaQ their ·_corresponding verbal 
·_.Labels. Li~berrnan 1 fnd Culpepper .. ( 1965) . sh~wed :i,mproved_ tec~ll ·. 
obj.ects and their pic~rE:fs . . as compared · to their word . for both 
· J . 
c'.' 
..,f· . 
I . , 
labels 'with both sfmul taneous and serial presentation of the 



























stimu+i. _·Superior recall for pi~tures >of objects as compa.red 
to· the 'objects' names was replica_t~d by Pa~v-~o, .~ogers, and 
/ 
.smythe (1'968). Mei]lory for pi~·tures · as compared to word l.abels 
\ 1 , ' • • , ~ \ • 'r 
is enhanced not only when .fre'e r~call is immediate and ex-· 
, ... . ,' -
. p~Cted 1 aS in the abOVe St~di~~ ~ -~~~· a~~O ~h~n recal·l· iS . 
. - r . . - -- . q ),,<; • • • . 
~ ' I • VJ;/j; . . . 
_. delaye~ (.1 day) and incidental (S'ampson, 1~69, 1970). : Addit-. 
~onal support for improv·ed free· recall .of pictutes r 'egardless =-< : · 
.of i~~tructl.onal ·set .was. p~o~~~d by Pai~io ani C~a~o ,· (197~) · 
o ~ .... .... ~.~ ' I'" I '•' 
/·. 
I • (,' I · . . 
in a series· of experiments involving seve~al orien'ting tasks 
.. . ' . 
and standard free recall with inqid~n'tal or in tentionp..l 
learning .instruqtions. .Paivio and Csapo (1969) demonstrated 
improved free ·recall of picture$. with a slow pres'entat:lon 
z.;ate (2 i terns per sec. ) J:?ut riot with a fast presentatio~ rate: 
\ ,.. . . . ' 
(5 . . 3· .. items per sec.} suggesti~g that. pre~eritation ~a~e may 
... 
be· an important factor in obtaining the ef.fect •· Ducharme and 
I •• • ' I • • . I 
; . ' . . \ ' . I.~ 
, FraJsse (1965) obtained better recall-. for pic.tures than their 
.. 
. _word 'labels· with adults bu·t •the opposi:t:.e 'with 7 and .8 year /l 
old chilcfren indi~a-ting that thet:e . may b~ deyelop'¢ntal·l-imit-:-
• ' ' . . : . • . ' 'f. ' . . • 
~ atiops to im_p~ved free re~all with pictures. Howeve.r, thi's 
•, apparent exj.~hon to · the rul.e of picture superior,ity i~.· · , , 
free recall has been questioned by the results of CoJ,.e, 
Frai?-kel, and_ Sharp (1969) who found that objects and pict1:1res 
. 'were consistently easier . t9 remember than words by children 
in . all gr'ades one through nine; Thus 1 in general, the 
. ~ . . -- ~ ava~lable ev~denc~ supp~rts the contention tha t 1 -with free 














' ) l 
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' , • I -~I ' 
•. . . . - . 
..... 
.. 
. . --.......... ' . .. . . 
'\ , . 
• ' ·. J -
. . · . 
., 3· • . 
' ' . 
-
" 
~ • . ... l <. 
. . , .· Wi-~h 7~~~ogn.~~ion memory tbe ~vide·n~~ .. ~lS?. supports • . 
impr.oved '·ret·ention of· picture~ in ·co~pa~ison ·.to ·-their word' 
~- •' ~ ~- l . . . ' ... . ·. -~:.,.,. j, 
labels-r' · Several _investigators (e~g. Nickerson, .1965; Stanqing', 
. · . " : " . . ' ' . . . 
, Conez.:l.o, - & Haber, 1970) .have demonstrated the exis'tertc~ ~-f · . 
. · a~ ~-~.m~ly.lar<;re · ~apa~~ty. m~m_ory _·.stqre 'for r~cognizi~~ ·· 
-. . 
. pictures ., 'The Ss of S:tandin~ et al. ·.(19.70) pe.rformed with 
. 
. 90 . -~% accurac¥ . in choos~ing the old 
..... . 
· .. 
graphs afte·r :having inspec:ted 2560 
item from . a · pa~r . ~p~oto­
photographs for !1.0 ·sp·c. 
e~ach ~ over~ a peri_od o'f · several' day~. In ~. re'c~gh.iti"OI1 memory ~ 
: I 
. ' ' 
,, . experiments involving .di~ect c;:omparisdri~_- of pictu~es a.nd··words, . 
'· 
. . ..... •, . 
recognit\ion performance-...for pictures is still:' superio_r •. •. ~ 
- ~ .Shep~rd '(19 67) ,· :!-n ari 'exp~riment· wh-ich e~plo~ed. 6oo' . stimuli, 
<'0 ' ' l 0 \ ' : : 
0 
'"<? ,' ' , 0 ,.) I ~ • 
.found· -98%, ~o%, and 88% accqrac.y {n thG! 'recognition .· oi ~id· as 
. . . . .... - . . . . . . 
.1- • '. : • • - · • ' • • • ,(, • • • • 
· ··compared to· ·new .stimuli for . . pictures,. sentences, .. a:nd· words 
'-1" .. . . ' , • . . • . 
respectively.·. Snodgrass ·, .VolvovH:.z, · and · Wolfish (1972) 
• - • \- • ' 't. "' ... ~. • . .. 
_ demorist:r;ated imprpved ·re.cogni tion of pic;;tuFes _as compared to 
. ·-- ~qrds ·, ~~?~ever, a ~lct~re' and;~ ~ts wo~d lab~l ,presehted ~r 
s ' . . ~ • . ...... . , , ""' 
· . ·. si_mul tane'ously• .did not result ip higher recognition .than 
• r ' c . . ca. .. . 
. . ' 9 ' \ • • ( 
)presentation. -of a pict~re alo~e, ·sugg~sting that Ss either _ . . 
. impiicitly labe~ · pictur~~ they __ are presented" "or that' the; . 
' · . 
. a.ttend to the pictorial. material alone. when exposed to both 
. ~ I "' 
~'picture and a word. Jenkins, Neale, and ·Dena (1967) ~sed 
a recognition task: in which Ss _viewed .successiv~ly presented 
· .. '' 
" I 
·-:J •' . . . - . . ' . stimJ.lli and , then were- a ·sked· to indicate whether . the test 
' • 
' ' . . . . 
stimuli were ~ld· or new,. · The. stimuli for study and t e st 
. . . ' 
. . .. 
~ha~es were either all. pict~res ~.or all wor_ds' 9-ep_e ndin:g up~n· 
. .. 
• ' . .
. ,. -
· the particular experime ntal .condition. The four conditions 
.- . 




• 1 :... • J 
'· . 












·'· > - • I 
I 
__ , . 
. ... 
.:., 
. .. • 
.were· (~ee} p~~t~~e~ : (_recognize} _-pict;re (~P}; picture-word 
~ ·. v 
· · (PW) , .'wo~d_:-word -: (WW} ,. an·d wo:r:a"'-p_~cft.ur~ (WP)'. The PP. cond.¥ion 
. r resulted .i.'n high~s.t 
' f • 
recognition .followed by ·PW and WW COn':" 
. ·. ' ( . . . . . :._ - ' ' 
equivalent, and finally the WP condition. · 
' - . . ~ 
. ditions, which were 
... 
!-- '. Thus; the superio:r:.ity of- .- ?ic~:ures -.6ver . words , iri recognition 
rnemo~y was . ref1icat~d. Enh~nced' rec6gnitiop memory for 
. . . . . 
.. 
·.· 
pi~tures .ts : ~bser~able . w:.i t ·h' primary . a.nd pr~.:..school chl.i:dr.en ~· 
(Corsini, .J~cobus, & Leonard, 1969; Davie's, 196-9) indicating-
. . . . " . ~ 
\ -
' • .I. ... ' 
that the ·ef~fect generalizes over ·several age ranges~ 
. \ . . . - ~ . 
The benef:Lci'al effect of p.ic~ures ·- over words is' also · 
~vident ih· VDL. ' · Rowe and · Paivio. (1971). demonstrated signif-
.- ' " icant~y .better dis'criminatimi of pictures . than· words; a res-ult 
. . . ' . ' .;;- ' . , ' . . 
. which·.was. ·replicated by Rowe .(1972) and e.>(t'ended, to show,tha~ 
' I ' o / I ' · · ., '- ' , I l 
it, .held . r~gcirdles _s o_f respon-se ~ype (verbal or ~6ri-ve;-bal) ;' 
' . 
. ...__ 
- presentation paradigm, or a~~ of the ss. 
Enhanced p~cture· ·memory iS' Rresertt in a number of 
. . .  
cs:tud~es ~-invo~vi"~g - ~AL . . _One 'of a· s~~ie_s ?f --~~perirne'nts by. o~ · 
Epstei·n, . Roc:K_, an·d zuc.ke~an ~ (.~.9 _60) -~~o~~ti,~ted ~t. picture 
. . pair~ ' wer~ .. more ~-~s.ii?l~~rneq · .• ~a~ w<;n;~ p~irs,_."_ · Yarmey and 
~arker. (1971 >. r _eported higher re_cj:~-11 of pictu~e ;pairs · than 
. . 
.word pairs on both ;immediate 'and delayed (1 week} tests 
' suggesting th~t the effect is relatively stable over time.-
Wicke:r: (197 O) used_ colour photogr-aphs, line drawings,-· and 
... . ' . . 
.'.words and found · enhance(} recall ,for pi.ctori~l ~tirnuli. . as 
• • <:1 ' ~ ' ' • ·, 
corn~:ared to \ verbal~ . A series of experiments by Wolle n -and . 
Lo\o?rY. (~971) · demons trate d ·· incre~~e~ reca~{: p~i.r~d a~~o~i~~es 
. ' . ... 
. ' . ~. ~ 




• 1 •• : 
. ... ~ 
. '\ 











. , . 
l 
. ' 
accompanied· the. noun.:..~oun· E?airs: .. 
. ' 
~ ' - 5 • 
.., J 
, , 
Thus, .the picture-wo.rd 
effect h~ been clearly·-qernonstrated :,i'n ~PAL. · 
· /oespite ~he cons~st)ent . su;erio~ity. ~;_'. pf.ctures qv~r 
... f . . 
.. • ,wor~~ in the above ,tas~~ ' . ~ne m.~mbry task .. in which p,i<;ture,s ~ b 
,· ,.. "' l l • 
. ·a-re nqt' in g~~etal' better. reccf'lled "than their word labels 
.. 
is. serial recall~ Although some inves.tigators' (~.· g. Herman, 
t • . 
:BP?._~ssard, & 'Todd, .19S'l) have demonstrated- ·improved serial-
• ,., ~ r • • 6. j ~ • • , . . • ·~ '\ 
lea,_l!ui_n~ with pi~tu':·es, this, f~n~i~: . ~j a~y_p~cc:l •. _)ai_vi?' ~ 
an:d Csapo · (1968) reported that w1.th fas.t · presentat1.on rates 
• Q • \ • • 
- • ....._ "~ t::J • • Q 
( 5. 3 · i tern:~/ per 'sec.) ; ·word r'ecail· _was bette~ than _P.ict-u~~ · < •• 
• Q ' ... 
recall· in._ sequentia:l memqry tasks (memory span and; SE;:!rial 
, ....... .. . 
learning), however, .. there w~re no difference~ with' non~ 
' . 
. t . ... / . 
sequential tasks. $ince the. fast rate · was suffidiently 
. 
'•t, 
• - ' I rapid , .. . / 
to preven~ implicit labelling .of pictfires-and·w~rd iecall 
I ' , 
· , • . ~ I , ' ' · 1 f . 
. ex9eede~ picture recal~ in sequenti~l' tas~s· at;.:_t ·ast rates, 
• ~ ',o , • . • :, ' • • \ , ' • 
· . . the argument is made that the verbal code is rtecess.ary for 
I -· C 
. ' ~ 
serial· re·call; Therefore, ·the apparent inferiol;i ty· of· pict~res , 
, . . \.' { ' . 
in . ser ~al ~verbal·. recai 1 ·may' ·be ~~P laiMci by . the verbal code ~ 
' ::::g r:::~~:::: ::::::::::::i:~:~::~::::::J ·:::: :x:~:.::;: :• ' 
by del Castillo a~d ~ttnerlik· (1972L·which erriplqy~d ·familiar 
. " . ~1d ·.unt,,arniliar __ for~s a~ sti'muii .and the same-pr,e~ent~io~ ·. rates 
af ·Paivio ~rrd Csapo (1969). :J;t ~assUIJled . that f~i}'i:ft~forms 
!fOUld ni~ie ~dily evoke _verbal ~hco(ling and ~ri~e they should 
be more affec·ted ·by the' presentation rate than" the Unfami.liar . 
I • \ ' I 
. . . 




. 0 . t 
r o . ... . , 
. "' 
... 
'l ' I , _. t.~,. 
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' · . 9- . 
· demonst~a~~d that · p.roviding Ss with additional experience 
with the .. unfamiliar figures through the use of· inul tiple te:;t 
tr.i~ls re.sul ted ~n equivalent re~all for · famiii,ar .. andJ un-
. . ' . 
6. 
familiar ~igures at the slow presentation rate.· ' It was argued 
. . ' . . . . . . . . 
th~t· . the· 'additional .experience res¥lted in development of a · 
. . . .r • 
usable verbal ~ode for unfamiliar forms·. The combined ·eviden'Ce 
suggests that lowe~ serial recall _for ·pictures .or forms 'as 
compared· to words may depend on the u~e of fa~t presentation 
rates which serve to decrease the avail~bility of the '~~rbal 
code . 
~n summary, the sum of the evidence cl~ly ~~dicates 
tha~ pictures are remembered~ better than words iJ most, if not 
all·, nonsequ~ntial memory tasks-.. Othel? eviden.ce suggests that 
. .. . . . 
,· -~his . difference ~ay be reversed for ~equential tasks such as 
. immedi·ate ·Jf\emory span and serial leaJ:"ning·, although ·this 
. . . . ' 
. . 
reversal may be _ r~stricted to rapid presentation rates which 
. inhibit or prevent implicit Verb.al · labeliing of pictu!eS. . 
....... . . . ' 
,-
' ·. 
The ·observed. superiority of pictures over words in 
the tasks mentioned a~ove ha~ been explained. by Paivio (l97i) 
.. 
•• " 0 • 
·iri terms of a dual .coding or two-process theory of memory. 
, 
a • ~ 
; Briefly, the theo~y contends that easily~named pictures and 
. '"\ .. 
:\' 
objects· readily arouse ~oth a concrete memory representation 
. .. ' 
(an image) ~n~~ t~ a - lesser extent, a yerbal label. With 
c.oncrete (high imagery) and abstract · (low imagery) words l:he 
verbal code is equa lly available; howev~r, the i~aginal code . 
i~ ~ore available f~r.concrete words. 
. . 
It i s- f ur ther · assUUled 









available than the imaginal code for concrete · words. · ·These 
assumptions are pased primari\ly on . reaction·-t~m~ (RT) data 
reported by Fraisse (1964) who demQnstrated that words can 
be read faster than pictures can be named·, a:n1d Paivio {1966) 
who sh'qwed that the . latency o~ image arousal is faster. for ... 
I 
·concrete than abst~act word~. Th~se RT data suggest that 
. 
image 'arousal to words J::equirel5 more til!le t:han verbal coding 
-of words or easily-labelled pictures. Thus, the comb~nation 
,.-..\. . ~ . 
7. 
of i~aginal .and verbal codes make pictures easiest to retrieve 
- .,;.a· " 
follow~d by concrete and abstract words· in that order. The 
verbal and imaginal ~emory systems are ass'u~ed' to .be indepe~d~nt 
and can be used in · combinat.ion t6 allow for additive effects 
'of the two types of code's. 
,;. \ 
Evidence fo~ ·~he independence of verbal and visual 
codes comes 'from experiments by Bahrick and~Boucher (1968) 
and la.hrick and Bahrick (197.2) ., who demonstrcited that verbal 
' . 
recall and recognitio~ performance w~s uncorrelated . with vistial· 
recognition performance. Nelson and Brooks (1973) found that 
' . . . 
phon_e.tic similarity d~pressed PAL when the stimuli were · 
presented as words but not when they were presented as pictures 
-f 
unless Ss were required to ov~rtly name · the picture stimuli. 
From these data, th~ argument is mad~ that pictorial represent-
ations ' can function as· memory ·codes independently of their 
corresponding verbal repres~ntations. u · 
.support: for the additivity' assumption may be drawn 
from a series of experiments by Paivio and Csapo (1972) who 





picture in a standatd. freer~call list resulted in increased 
recall as compared ;to simply repeating a picture or a word 
~n their origi~al form. Their results further suggested·that 
( , 
the imaginal code" has a two-fold superiority ovei: the verbal 
. code since the -single presentation of a picture doubled the 
probability of recall as compared to the single -presentation 
of a word. -In addition, . repeated presentatiqns of a word 
resulted in recall equivalent to a single presentation of a· 
pic;:ture'. The results from a number of experiments involving 
several different types · of memory tasks are interpretable 
-
within the framework of 'two-process theory (e.g. Paivio & 




A further memory task which provides information 
· conce~ning reiative visual (imaginati and verbal code avail~ 
8. 
ability ~ver time involves the successive matching of pictures 
9r forms and their word labels with RT as the dependent 
(~ ·, 
variable. ·For example, · Tversky (1969), using sc~ematic faces 
with well-learned nonsense names, varied the frequency of 
occurrence of the second to-be-matched (test) stimulus as a 
picture or a word for a given session~ 
. ' 
Thus, in a single 
t 
session, the t~st stimulus might be a- picture 79% of the time• 
'· 
and a word 21% of the time, in which case a picture would be 
··. . I . 
,T 
the "expeqted" stimulus. For half of the sessions the expected 
' .· \ 
stimulu·s was a word, for the other half a picture. The inter-
stimulus .interval (ISI) was cons~ant at 1 sec~ Same-different 






the expected form regardless ~f the form of the first (memory) 
stimulus. For expected .stimuli and with both same and different 
responses, the fastest RTs were obtained with. picture-picture 
. ' 
comparisons. ·From the results, · Tvers.ky argued that Ss can ,. 
' . 
encode a ~iven stimulus as either a picture or a . word depen~in~ 
upon their expectation of ' the form in which the test stimulus 
\ . p . 
will be presented. In terms of tpe relative availability of 
,, 
.· pictorial and verbal codes, the results suggest t.hat Ss can' 
.. 
generate a pictorial code for words and a·verbal code fo~ 
' 
pict~res and efficiently maintain thes~ generated codes for at 
least 1 sec. How~ver, the pictorial code ~or pi6tures app~ared 
to· be easiest to· maintain since picture-picture expected com-
.~arisons were ·~he most rapid. h ' 
· Cohen (1969) ipvestigated pattern to pattern and · 
• t) 
.description to pattern comparisons while manipulating· ISI and 
the level of complexity of coloured geometric patterns which 
varied in the number gf .relevant sti~ulus attributes. Witn 
. .·•· high complexity patterns (which, are presumably closest to 
pictures) and same responses, the pattern to pattern matching 
' 
condition wa$ s~perior ~o the description to pattern condition 
at both the short (1 sec.) and· long ( 5 sec.) ·delays suggesting 
that the vi~~al . code was more available than 
\ 
with these part~cular s 'timuli for at least; 5 
the verbal code 
sec. t · II 11/1 ·. ;; 
Additional information on relative code availability 
as inferred from matching speed is available from an experiment 
by Wingfield (1968) ' in which Ss heard the name of a common or 





a different object. Another condition involved picture-
picture comparisp~s. Subjects we~e requi~ed to make same-
differ~nt judgements. Thu~, there .were conditions · roughly 
. , . .. 
10 . · 
~nalogous to the word-picture and picture-picture or pattern-
... 
! pattarn cond{tions of other experiments, although·it is 
i~po~t:nt to.note that the name was pr~sented a~~ally rather 
than visually. It is, however, · teresting that picture-picture 
90mparisons were significantly fast r word-picture, 
reaffirming the contention that t~ visual code can be 
' effic~ently maintained for 5 sec. 
To summarize, the exreriments using 'successive matching 
. .. 
; 
tasks indicate that the visual code is' more available ~han · 
. . 
the corresponding~verbal cod~ for delays up to 5 sec~ Thus, 
Tversky (1969) , Cohen (1972)', and Wingfield (1968) all demon-
st~atedc faster matches with pictures and patterns than w}th · 
,. 
word labels oi descriptions. Tversky's results also suggest 
., 
that code availability may be manipulated .by varying· the 
frequency of· occurrence of the test stimulus as a picture or : 
a word. .. .  
·. 
An important aspect of the Cohen (1972) and Wingfield 
. ~ J 
· (1968) experiments was the .fact that Ss ~ere alw~ys.aware of 
the format in which the test stimulus would occur. The results 
of Tv.ersky (1969) showed conclu'sively that knowledge of the 
form jn which the test stimulus occurs 'is. a critical~factor, 
. ' 
· in that Ss encode the memory stimulus in a manner which will . 
. 
be congruent with what they ~xpect 'the "test stimulus to be. 










. cap~b~l{ti~s rather than prefe~ences since Ss were aware of 
/ . 
the form in which. the to-be-matched stimulus would occur • 
• J 
. 
The in}.tial experiment of_ the ·present invest-igation was col}-
. ' -- ... ... ,... 




pictorial and verbal codes for pictures and words in a situation 
r . 
where it is impossible to pr~dict which code· will be :the mo~t 
• 0. . 
advan~ageous to maintain. Tv~rsky~s r~sults indicate that 
Ss are able to mai'ntain one code or the oth_er; :!:he prese~t 
experiments sought .. to discover whether both verbal ,,and visual 
• • ' • c.·.J 
codes might be maintained together with equal efficiency o~er · 
t I \ ~ ·• ' 
' . . 
time·. Thus , ·in Ex per imen t I half of . the s ti~ul ,i were words , 
~alf· pictures.. Subjects never knew in advaric~ wnether the 
·test stimulus would be a picture or · a word and thus there 
~ I . 
. was no ,advantage in ~ingle (verbal o~ visual) encoding~o£ 
I . 
the memory stimulus~ In ~act, it would be most advantageous 
to maintain both a verbal and an imaginal code for the memory 
-.. 
· ·stimulus if possible and thus be p~epared for any type of 
comparison. _Bxperiment . II investigated the case where Ss were 
forewarned · ·o~ the test stimul~.~ f~~ma~ and he~c~ were p_r_77ide~ 
with the qpportunity to concentrate -on the ma~ntenance<bf a 
single code. alorie. The matching task in both experiments 
" 
required Ss to decide whether or not
1
:, two successively presented 
stimuli had the same name' and to indicate their ¢1.'ecision by (1 
a key press response. The stimuli for a single trial could 
be easily i abelled pictures I words I or: one of each •. Comparison 
,. . 
speed was the dep~ndent variable of primary i~terest. Th~ 













' . / 
-· 
., 12. 
the s ·upposition that if the imaginal (pi_ctorial) code for 
·a picture· /.,is more readily available ·than the verbal code for 
I 
the same picture' ' ~t a given delay' -then" matching speed\ should ' 
' \ . : . . 
be faci.litat.ed by the re-pres'entation of the'· same ,picture .as 
. ' .. ' . . 
• • .:t 
oppos~d to the prese,ntat..ion of the name of that picture. , . 
- . ' 
Similarly, if the verbal code fot . a word is pred·ominant, RTs 
. . . . . . 
shol,lld .. be fa~ter if the w~rd 'is re...:presented than if 't!ie -
• • J 
corr·~sJ?onding picture is preset?-_ted.· ~ 
Th~ a_bove l .ogi.c res~mbl~!? .that used by1 Po~mer . a~d his 
aspo,ciates (:Po'srier, ·Boies, Eichelman, & Taylor,. · 1969; Posner 
& Keele, 196 7) in their investigations·. P?sner . and Kee\j . : . 
(~~67 ). c~mpared ri{at.ches. of physically identical letters e.g. 
. . . 
. • . . j' 
AA) with matc~es ~f letter · pairs which,.~~d the same name 9nly 
(e.g. Aa) over delays of 0, .5, an~ 1~5 sec. The underlying 
.assumption was that if physically identi~al -rnatches aEe _ 
faster : t~an ri;...;Jmatcbes, :then a .':isual code wh~Cll . mainrined 
the ph~~f~al ~pe~t-ie's of tlte m·ernory stimulus is · preset:'lt at 
.. 
f : , 
-the time the match is made. 
versus a name match 'exists, 
If no differen6e. in~ a physic~l ~ 
th~n vi~~al -inform~tion has . n~ ·· . 
. . 
_, 
been pre~erved. · Posner and.Keele.(l961) foUnd bo significant 
~ . . 
, di'fference b~.:!:.-vreen phys.ical and name matches with a 1.15 sec. 
de{lay, a _findlng r~plicated by Posner et al. (1969) .after a 
2 sec. delay . . These findings led Posner· (1970) to suggest 
that the visual code may ·be hi ghly susceptible to de cay and 
that it e~hfbits little evidence of .consolidation. These ,, 
re~u~ts obtained with letter ~atches . m~y not apply to 
I • 
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13.""' 
. ' ' 
verbal rather than.; v·i~ual- coding. However, the use 'of 
0 ... "' ' ' ~ 
pic~~res' might resul_:t in maintena~ce - of the visua.l ( imag inc:il) ·. 
' "JJ .. "' 
' 
c,ode for periods longer -than 2 sec. This 'suggestion ·was 
' . . 
explored in the _present investigation by inclusion of delay 
.. 
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-EXPERIMENT I 
- 0 
· · - Method 
Sub;ects. The Ss were 12 undergraduate volunteers 
. . -
- (6 · males)'· fro:tn ·Memorial University paid $2~00 per se'ssion for 
.. 
.. 
participation in the exper~ment. All .ss were right-handed~ 
Apparatus. The ~timuli were projected onto a plain 
. . 
white· screen bY: a Gerbrands Model Gll71· projecti'On· tachisto-
' 
· scope. The tachistoscope, included . two projectors and a half-
. J.. 
·sflvered mirror which focused the slide from each projector 
' . . 
on· identical ·areas of the screen. · ·. ~he ·an ·and- off duratio:n of 
each slide was controlled by. the logic unit of the projection 
tachistoscope. Two keys, 1S.24 em •. apart, were used by the 
e_s . f~ resp~nding. A Hunte'r Timer, Model 152 o, · digital display, 
indicated the R~: in msec. 
· - ~xperimental Design. 
. / 
The e~periment involved an 
8x3xl2 factorial -.design with 8 d~ffe:rent stimulus cornpari·son 
~0 . 
· . types, 3 different delay. intervals, and 12 Ss. The. different 
. ' 
comparison types are ·sununarized· tn Table +. · 
Lists. The experimental stim~li consisted of 90, 
I 
35 rom. black and white positive slide~. One-half of the slides 
were picture~ . (line drawings) which were easily-libelled. (e.g. 
·-v t:ree, church, !boY,) ; the other half were the word labels of _ 
the -pictures. The pictures were chosen on the basis of 
'. 
~abelling .consistency a·~ indicated by tl1e ·univE}fsi ty of 
. . . i 
· Western Ontario norrris·:- (Pa_i v1b & Csapo, ~npublished) • 'The 
.Pictures were labelled. with at ~ least_ 80% accura~y by a 















































i (Same) 1 .. • • Pict~~.e . PP 
I 
' I 
word . ( la:Oel of PW 
Stimulus ·. 1) 
--I 
Word (Same) ww · 
. 
Picture (label of w~ 
·which is Stimulus 1) 
Mismatches 
~icture · (Different) pp ' 
. 1•. 
Word (not the . label of · PW 
Stimulus 1) . 
Word· .. (Different) ww 
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Picture (label of WP . 
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word · labels of the pictures the Thorndike-Lorge frequency 
was A or AA. The mean frequency of\the ~emaining 11 l~bel~ . 
. 
was 26 per million~ 
16 • 
f 
Each of three teitirig sessions consiste~ of five blocks 
of 24 trials · for a total of ' l20 trials per session. ~e 
sequence::; of comparison type, delay interval (.5,. 2,' or 8 
sec~. }, and the a'ctu_al sti'muli chosen were · randomized within . 
blocks . with the following restrictions. first, each block·. 
contained an equal number of each comparison type and delay 
interval. This meant that there. were also an·equal number of 
. . 
. . .. 
. 
same and different responses (12 each) ~ithin each block _and 
I • , 
hence within and across sessions. Secondly, ,the same interval 
or type :of comparison occurred no more than twic~ in. sucqession 
and the same response (same· or differe?t> ·no more . than three. 
' ,"'es in succeSsion. Restrictions on the random selection 
procedure over all thr~e sessions ~nc_luded the requirement J 
I 
• # ' -
-tha't each item_ occurred equally often as a .picture and~:a · word 
I 
~nd that each item was used ~~ -~ach· of th·e eight. typ.es of 
comparisons and thre~· delay intervals. In addition each item 
J. . . I . . . . ,.. . . 
occurred as both the first and second stimulus in the com- · 
'.) 
par~sons - requiring a different response. Finally, at least 
10 trials intervened' between successive occurrences of the 
. 
same item as either a word or a picture. 
The random sequencing of conditions coupled with ·the 
above constraints resulted in each item being used either 
five or six times in the first two sessions~~nd a minimum of ' 
four times in the ~inal session. onL~ four ltems occhrred -~ 
.: 













fpur· times in Session 3, . t]le !est five or six. The freqpenGy 
. ~ 
. . 
of_ present0:tion. of an item as a picture or a , w<;>rd· _within · a 
• 
giV.e..t:l,. session reached maxi.p:turn inequality when an item was 
-~·-,.:;,.. . A.. . 
preserit·t3d -four times as a ·-picture (or word) and twice aS' a 
-. 
. ~-:_5: ~ . · 
word (or picture) .r This "inequality was entirely unpredictable. 
.. • • • 1-. • • • 
. ... 
Procedure. At the be9inning of the first session, 
e'ach ·s was provided with pretraining in labeiLing the pictu,res 
- I I .. . \ -
to -ensure that the labels us~d wer~ identic~l ~o-th~ w~rd 
j 
~lides' .. Each pi,e;ture was I projecte~ _ f~~. 5 sec. a~_d the~ . 
.required :to .label _it. If the spontaneously produced label '\ 
corresponded to ·the experimentally defiped 'cc;;rr~ct' . label, l.. . .. , 
' .. 
, the E said,. "correct," and pro-ceeded to t .he riext slide. :i:f the 
- ., 
, _' p~qdUC~d label did nO~ COr~eSpOn~ tO the · WOr<;l . Sl:i}te 1 ~he S <l 
' • .. • 0 • 
. 
.was provid~d with ' the 'correct' label ~hich pe · repeated alo~d . 
. 
This p.rocedure was continued until ~11 . slides were correctly 
labelled.· Pretraining occurred in the first session only~· 
. Subjects were tested individually at the same time 
. . .. 
. on three successive -days. 
. r 
The first sessien lasted approximately • 
., 
' · 50 minuteSI, the ·second and -third 40 rni~nutes each.· · ·Upon cprn-
- . 
~ pletion. of the pretraining in the fi:?"st ·se~si?p, ~nstr_uctions 
were, (given conc::erning the natu_re .. of the experimental tap-k . 
\) 
The7 S was informed that a slide o 
. . 
a picture or a wor~ woula 
/ 
be shown foolloweq ·af.ter a · variable rval of time by another . 
slide which could al·so be a pictu~e dr rd, the task being 
to decide wh'ether or not ··the 
I' 
ci • 
ad the s arne name or 
J( f. 
referred to rhe". same thing. Several .examples of correct same \ 
· .-_, and d-ifferen~ responses were given. If -the two · stim~l~ ·: •· 
>· I 

















repr€7sented ide'ntical objects, the s· was~. to pr~~s : the ." same 11 • 
"' . 
reaction key~ if not he was to press the 11different 11 k~y. The 
,J ,I 
instructions str~s~ed rapid·but acpurate -responding. Care w~s-
, - .. . , 
takel'l to. ensure that the ·in'structi9ns ·were ciearly · unc;e:J:"~tood, ·. 
and they we:_re repea t "ed a't the beg inning ,of t _he second . and i;h~r<\ 
sessions. 
consid~red 
The first block of 2~ tr~als. in eac~si~n w_as · ..• 
as practice and~excluded from ?ny _analysis. Subjects . 
were told ·that half of _ ~he .slides would be pictures and half . 
words. For 'haif of the S~right-hand . key s'erved ·as the · 4 
• -.. .0 ' ~ • ~ • ••• 
. . .. . . 
"sarne 11 key and for the other half rthe left. key Wa3 the· "same" •. 
,..... . . . 
The Ss- were seated 22 m.· from- the sc~een at a 9table .. 
·" 
. . I 
on-~hich was placed two keys and a digital 'display w~ich 
( 
. 
indicated tJ:le RT '· defined as tne time l?etween the on~,et of the 
secon¢1· stimu~us ·for a trial and. th_e key press. The RTs· •on 
t~e . display .were video,taped since there was insufficient time 
to·~~record the~ manually • . -
1 . • -
~ The sequence of ev'ents for a trial wa·s controlled by 
• I . 
the logic u~·lt of· the pro]ection tachistoscope. The first slide 
was : shown·· for 1 .sec. and was followed by one 
intervals .. during which the screen wa? dG,rk. 
D o • 
i~-t:erval· the. second slide came on activating 





the three delay, 
the 
. 0 




the counter-. ·The_. in~er-t-:rial in~~val · (t~me between t~~ffs~~ . 
. of the second slide and ' the· onset of the · first slide of the next· 
... . 
, trial) was constant at 10 sec. The click_ G:f. the · advancing slide. ,,. · 
trays ~arne~ the s that the· fir·s~ sl~d~ . tJ\.e next 1 tr~~l would . 
. . ~ . . . ' ' . . 
be shown in 2 sec. Tqe room · was -d~rk . · e_xcept when a · slide was 
.. - . . . . 
· exposed on the· screen. 








,.. . . .
Results 





.Median ~Ts were calculated for each 'type of comparison 
~at·each of th~ ' delay lnterv~l& for each S. l • ' The means~of these 
' ~ .. 
·medians and :the percentage of errors for each condition are 
. 
' . . 
presente-d in Table i. · In-correct responses wer'e excluded in 
• '• 4 • 
the· calcuiation of medians. The mean error rate over kt1 S~ 
' 
and all types ~f ~om~arisons was 2.3%. 
1, 
· Same Responses. 
I . 
performed -on the median 
. ~.... . 
A ~x2x3xl2 analysis of variance was . 
. ' 
RTs wi tl;t- stimulus 1 (pictu!e or .. word)'·, 
·~ 
stimulus · i (pictm;e or word), d,lay inte~va.t_J. 5, 2, ·~r · 8 s.e~ .. ~, 
• D • t ·an~ Ss ( 12) as. the respective factors. , The anal·ysis of vaDfi-· . 
.. \ •. ,. . . 
' - ~ . . I o 
ance summary t ,able /for. this and ·all,. subse·~u~nt, anC!-iyses __ aNre . • , 
' gi:ren in Ap,p_end:i;c t· The significant fac~rs in the a~alysis · 
.. 
~ere delay i'nterval, ~(2,22)=36~ .67,,£(.001, stimu.lus 1 x stimulus 
. ' ' . . ,.i 
_2, !:_ (!_,~lf=9.03,·.E.<.O?, 9-nd the Stiin~lus ~ 1 x Interval-inter-.. 
action,· ·F . (2,22)=3.89, E.<.05. 
, .. 
_544 msec. •for the .• 5, 2~ and 8 sec. delays respectively. The. 
' " ' ~ . ' . . . . 
, , '• .I . . \ 
Stimulus ·1 (51) x Stimulus 2 ·(52) interaction is attributable . 
\ .. ' \ h • 
to tne fac that, with a picture a~ the first stimulus~ mat~es 
were <Sl_igh ly faster wnen the second .sti~ulus w~~ ~· ~ic~~re ·, ), 
. , . .. ;· 
. ' . 
rather than a word (501 ~-- 515 msec.) wberea·s ,th.~ - di~fe_renq¢ 
· V 
' (l'f • ,C> 
. was reversed with a word as the first stimulus (527 ~- 478 
.. 
msec.). Newman-Keuls ·tests among ·the ;four means yi~lcted ·a 
. . c . : . . 0 • 4 .. • 
. significant 'differel'\ce between WP .and· WW means only. · ' , 
• Q • 
The . r,es:ult of pri mary . int~rest inv~lvec1 : ~he ~·f,n X Dela:~ 
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Interv~l ~nteraction. The source of this interactio~ is 
. apparent from Figure '1 .which pre.sents the· mean RTs over the 
o o ) o • I 
three delays as a . funct~o~ of · }'lhether . ·t~~ initial stimulus 
was·· a ,picture or a. word. Matching 'time for pairs of stimuli 
~ . 
which involved an initial presenta~ion of a picture ' (i.e. the 
I 
PP an'd PW matches). increased more rapidly between the • 5 and 
2 sec. delays than did RTs for matches involving an ,initial 
' J> 
presentation of a word .(the Ww· and WP matches), resulting in 
the ~rossover depictea·- -~~ · Figure 1. •The increase in RT from l . . 
. 5 to 2 sec.· was sign1ficant for both pict~re-fir~t (Pl) and 
\.. 
word-first (Wl) match~s:· . Numerically faster RTs occurred 
.-6 
with P~ than Wl matches at the'.S sec. delay while Wl matches 
te~d to be faster at the 2 and ·a ·sec; inte~vals. However, 
th"e .·differences were · not signifi"cant at any of the delays 
. (Newrnan-:Keuls test) . 
Different Responses. Different responses will be 
discussed as an adjunct .to the same response results. Less 
~ emphasis will be placed on their .interpretation. due to the 
• 
fact that rnisinatches probably . involve· different and more 
complex processes than matches ( cf. Bindra, William, &. Wis_e, 
.1 \ . . 
1965; Kreuger, , 1973; Seymour, 196~). A 2~2x3xl2 analysis of 
~ variance~was exec~ted on the median RTs with Sl, 82, delay, 
< 
and Ss as the factors. The significant effects were ' interval, 
~- (2,22)=26.55, - ~<.Ol and the Sl x Interval interaction, 
~ (2,22·)=3.89, ~~.05.·, T~e interval main effect was again 
due to inc~~sing RTs with longer delays (mean RTs = 516, 
•. 555, and 571 msec. for the ~5, 2, and. 8 sec •. delays respectively) .• 
r 
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FIG. 1. · Mean RTs .for-Experiment.~ same matches 
· · : inv~~ving . a picture• as .the fi:st st~mulus 
'' . 
· (Pl · atches) and for matches 1nvolv1ng _ 
a wo d as the first stimulus ·. ··(wl . matches) 
a • . ,,.t>lotted as a function of the :three delay 
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. 
· The source of the Sl x Interval . interaction can be 
Cieri ved from Figure 2 which shows mean RTs plot_ted over 
delays a~ a function of the. first ~stimulus being_ a picture 
ot a word . ' The interaction has the .same f'orm as that noted 
with same r~sponses for.the .5 and 2 sec. delays in_that; 
' . 
mismatches _involving an · initial · presentation of a picture • 
were numerically faster at . 5 sec .. while Wl mismatches tended 
to be faster. at the· 2 . sec. delay.. Newman-K~uls compar isor~s 
indicated that the increase from . 5 to 2 sec. was sicjn.ificant 
.~ . 
for both Pl and Wl mismatches. However, the two types of 
. . 
mismatches did not differ significantly from each otl:ler 'at 
, ' · -. t. 
either delay. There was an additional reversal a·t the 8 sec. · 
<t 
delay with Pl mismatches resulting in more rapid RTs than Wl 
mismatches at this interval although again the difference 
between the ·two types of mismatches was not significant 
-according to the Newman-Keuls test. 
I 
Discussion 
The Sl x 52 interaction with same responses reflected 
. , 
th~ fact that PP matches were · not · significantly differen~ 
from PW, while WW matches were signific_antly faster than WP. 
·Thus, it seems that both the visual and verbal code for. a 
.. picture are about equa;tly available, while the verbal .code 
' is more readily,. available than the visual code with words . . 
However, the results are largely un·informati ve regarding the 
relative availapility of visual and verbal memory codes as · 
\ 
a function of de ley. The significant Sl x Interval interaction, 
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too~ a form sugges~ing ·that ava~lability of the represent-
. . 
ation which mediated matches and mismatches for a picture 
·. 
as the first stimulus· decreased mo~e rapidly than ~he 
corresponding representation for a word, at least between 
.5 and . 2 ·se~. delay. On the assumption that th~ dominant 
fo~ of representation is visual' for a picture arid verbal 
for a word, a_tent~tive interpretation wou~d assign a more 
rapidly decreal:?i_ng availability to the visual than to the 
· verbal code (cf. PosneF, et al;, 1969). However, it is 
difficuit to ·draw any firm conclusions on .the issue in the· 
abs~nce of significant differences between the ~arious match 
types at a given delay. 
. Experiment ~I introduced two prqcedural changes 
4· 
~esi~ned _to provide a clearer '+ndication of f!.ow the two . · 
·, -
co.d'es change in relative availab{lity in the . first few sec. , . 
following stimulus presenta~ion. ~In Experi_ment ·r, Ss were 
pretrained in labelling the pictures to ensure that labels 
used by the §_s corresponded to ,the . ~.ord slides. This 
procedure may have pr.irne~ the use of fhe verbal._. code, i.e. , 
. . 
there may have be.en a carry-over ·to · the actual experimental 
sessions in that Ss .concentrated on labelli'~g th~ pictures 
as . they did ·~n p.retrain~ng. T?_is' labelling would favor the 
verbal ··.memory representation and might act to reduce any · 
advantage enjoyed by the visual CQtle 1 especial,ly since §_S• 
. were not pretrained. in i~aging to .the words. The .second 
exper~me~t attempted to correct ~or this pos'sible edefic'i:t 











,. ~ . . . 
' . J:n addi tiOI1, the seconc;l experiment .used a manipulatio~ 
I 
·similar to Posner et al. (1969, Exp. III), who a:tt_empted to 
, c , 
encourage maintenance of the visual, code ;in a - SUfcessive _, ~ 
.. ~ 
.. ~et_ter matching task through the use of ••pure" lists where 
the first a..nd second l~te~s were always uppercase and thus · 
,. 
visuai Lnformation· was a reliable cue. Performance under 
'.r;: 
11 pure" .list condi"tions wa~r compared with performance under 
~ ·.·.q \.~ :·m~x-~d .. _ ~.i_s~ c~~f!iti~ns in ~Q:Ch _the 'fi~s_t let-te~ ... \s once 
again .uppercase but tl-ie sUond letter cou1d be either upp7r , 
or lower· case, t~us eiiminating . visua~ information as a 
reliable cue. ·~' ' ·Tlli's t~chnique resul tea_ in more efficient 
• ' I m~~ntenance of physical (visual) i~formatio~ -~ ·pure lists . 
over .the delays { 0, • 5 ' .-or 1 sec. ) examined. . 
-. Thus with sufficiemt eriao~ragement, §_s may be· able 
to adequately .main~ain a visual code for several seconds 
. . 
when they_ are requirec} to match yisually presented le'tters 
• .: ... # • 
·, •-:. • . . . . (cf • a Kroll et ·al ~~·; .. 1970). The second .experiment. attempted 
., to replicate this typ'~ of result with picture~ . an4 _worqs by 
inform.ing Ss of .t~e format · (picture. or word) of the sec;:ond .-
' l • -
stimulus, thus providing them wi th ampl e opportunity to 
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' i \ ' . 
, . 
• . EXPERIME;NT i I 
. \ , 
Method. · ·· I • I . & . 
. 
· Subjects •. The Ss were .nine undergradua~es (4 males) 
paid $2. 00. ·per session and· selected from the same pool as 
Exper~ment I. · All Ss ..,.;ere right:.:..handed. · ' 
- ' .. ' . 
Experimental Design. The experiment involved a! 
· . I 
21 . 
2x2x2x3x9. factorial design with type of block_ (mixed· of p~r.§ ~ , -
stimulus· 1 (picture or word), sti~~lus 2 (picture or word), 
. ' 
delay interval (. 5, 2, or B 'sec.) , and' ~s· as factors. S~parate 
~ 
.anal~ses were 'ca~r ied out for same_ anci dif£'er.ent responses . . . 
The di~ferent comparison types for the pure blocks are 
summarized in· Table 3; 
' . 
Procedure. The S.s particip_ated in· fottr dffferent 
... f 1 
' 
. ' 
. sessions. The . initfal session lasted approximately 30 min.; 
. ',. ~ . . 
the other ses·s~o'ns · 45 min.' · The· initial session involved pr:e-
. training in labelling pictures in alt. manner similar to 




· setc. ·each, and Ss were required ·to label 
. ' -- . . 
each pict~re in order 
. . ·-'f . . . . . 
to ensure correspondence or their labels with the word slides. 
f • I 
After · the slides were viewed and labelled once, the procedure ./ 
was repeated. No 'incorrect' labels wer:e given the second 
time throttg'h. ~~ 
Subjects were then shpwn each word ~nd asked to tr.y 
~o yisuali'ze · the· cc:'rrespondin~icture ~s shown in the seri~s. 
- tJI I ' ' 
of $lides pr~v~ously viewed. · The ~s verb~ily indicated their 
success in imaging. t~e pictu,Fes. : 'Inability to image the 














Types of Comparisons - Expe-riment II* 
I 
1 Stimulus 2 Correct Answer 
... 
Pure Word Blocks 
' ' 
. Word (Same) Same 
.. 










""" · Word 





Word (hot _the label 
of Stimulus 1) 
Pure Picture Blocks 
Picture (Same) . 
Picture (label of which 
is Stimulus · 1) · · 
. . ., . 
Picture (Different) 
Picture (label o.f which 







*comparisons ·in mixed blocks were of the same type as in 




















:i_riunediate . re-exposure of the appropriate picture slide. As 
with the picture slides and labelling, the whole - proced~re 
was repeated with the word Slides and imaging. · Thus, the Ss 
' 
·saw each word and picture slide tw~ce for 5 sec. each and 
were required to label the P.ictures and image to the words. 
. I ' 
I 
· Subjects were given task in?tructions similar to 
.Experiment ·I 1 but including information cqncerning the. nature 
of -the three differ'ene types of blocks.. In the pretraining 
session, §_s completed eight practice trials for each of the 
three block types. Thus 1 each S !las given a tot a 1' of 2 4 " 
praCtiCe COmpariSOnS 1 8 GOmpariSOnS · (4 Same-4 , different) With ' 
. ' . 
of? 
a pure word block, 8 with a pure picture· block, and 8 with a 
I .· f 
mixed block. 'The stimuli ~se~ in the practice trials nev~r 
-·.' 
' ' 
OCCUrred in the same pairin<JS in the actual experiment-al 
sessi,ons. Tlfe purpose of the practice trials w~s to familiarize 
' the Ss with the apparat-us, the three different- types of blocks, 
J • 
and the exper i~ental · proceaure. 
The actual experi~ental sessions consisted of a total 
; 
of 120 comparison trials each. I ' For 40 copsecutive trials the 
. ~ 
second sl~de was always · a picture (pure picture brock) , . for 
another 40 the second' slide was invariably a · ~ord (pure word , 
' ., 
., 
.block) , and for a third block of 40 'trials· the se.cond slide 
. . . 
could be either a pictur.e or a. word {mixed block) • Subjects 
were f~lly informed of the type of block with which t~ey wer.~ 
dealing. The order of presentation of t he blocks was counter-
balanced over sessions and ss. The first eight trials of each 










30. . . 
.. ' 
·the analyses. Thus, with each }?l·ock, there were 3 2 trials 
· per session for. scor.ing purposes with 16 same and diff~rent 
~ · ~espons~s per ~loc)<. 
p .I 
\ ' ' Within the pure blocks,_ there were 8 
·of each _of the 4 possible comparison types per session, pwhile ' 
with mixed blocks there were 4 of, each of the .8 possible 
F ~ ... 
comparison types. Within. all Qlocks there -were 10 instances 
o~ one of the delays~and ll instances of _the other two for 
each session. Delays were balanced .so that . over the three 
" -
sessions there was eq'll:al representation ·of 'each delay with 
. 
each com~arison type in each type of bJ.qck. 
In Experiment II, Ss were · informed of incorrect .. 
responses b~ the onset of a "WRONG" light. . . ~he trial formation 
.. procedure wa·~ ~dentical t6- Exp~riment I with _ ~ixed.r block~, 
. . 
but modifl ec'! for :pure block,.s such that although th~re were 
-
not an equal number .of pic~ur~§,, and words in a pure picture 
" I • 
. "',· o~. }?Ure word .. block alone, combined .across the two 'blocks 
> 
there we~e an equal number of each. Other previous 
I ' 
restrictions . on the trial formation:pr9cedure were enforced. 
. . . . 
Q ' • 
The apparatus i;lnd all "" other procedur'al details:. were identical 
j 

























Median RTs wer~ computed for each type of comparison 
at ·ea~h delay ~?r ~ch .§_.·· -The ~edians wer~· ~a}-culated · 
separately for each b1ock type_. The mean of · these medians 
~1. 
_,_, ,. 
· ' and 'the percen_tage errors are presented -in Table 4. The 
'. 
I, 
incorrect responses were excluded from the calculations. 
The mean error rate over akl Ss and all types of comparisons 
eo 
4i. .) was 
_/ , 
Same Res:eonses. A 2x2x2x3x9 analy_sis of variance 
was executed on the medians, the respectiye factors being'_· type ).-
. ' .. ' 
bf blo~k (mixed .. or pde), ··s1, 'sz, qelay interval, .p.nd §.~ .-- · .. 
Pure block responses ~ere faster than 'mixed b~ock resp~nsJ~i 
• Cil :t • ' 
!:_ (1,, 8)~5~. -42 ', E_<.09l, with RTs ,of 47/ vs•. 537 msec. respect- .r 
. 
ively, .-The Sl main eff~ct, F (·1,8)=19.39, E_<.Q.l, reflected 
faster rnattches overall when a picture rather than a word. wals · 
th7 ·initial stimulus (mean RTs~49B ~ .. 516 msec. )' whiie the 
. • o. ; "\ . 
main .effect o;!: 52, K_ (l,sr=l3.55, E.<;ol, ' indi~ated · !:hat ma_tohes 
were faster with a word (491 rnsec~.) than with a picture ( 523 
msec~~- as, the seco~d ~tirnulus. 'The effect of · deiay interval, 
I 
·r (2,16)'=16.90, g.<.ool~ mirrored the prev~ous finding·of in-
' . . 
creased R.l:_s with longer· delays (see Table 4). '• 
.The signi;icant· interaction of Sl x De1ay .' Int_er~al~· 
!:.'- (2,-:1._6)=S._.S2,· J2.<.05,. main effects 
. were qualified by the triple l.nteraction 
" 
X S2 X Delay 
. ' 
~nterval, F (2,16)=4.42, e_< •. OS. This inte ction is 'depicted 
' ,._ 
I :" ~ 
. in Figure 3 wl)ich plot·s Pl and Wl matches over ~(Bhr'ee 
delays as a function of · whether the test stimulus was a word.' 
_. , . . ' 
1 
') .. 
. .... . 
. 32 . 
TABLE 4 ••• 
-· 
~. 
.Mecih. RTs · in ·mseC,. for each Of the . Comparison Types at each 
. 
Delay for each· Type 
• 
of Block· in Exper.irnent II. 'The · error 
per9.entages are given in parent{l~ses o ""' ., 
: , . 
. . 
same Responses 
.) . . . 
· Dl.fferent R~sponses· 
Compa~ison 
·Delays-
(i~o -· ' :... ·Type Oo5 21 .0 x .a · ~ 5 2o0 8.0 . ·X 
_,...---
: • 7 
1 Mixed Blocks 
-
. ~.t/ 
' . ' .. : ~ ' . . . 
~ 
563 . pp 45'11 576 587 '5]9. 567 611 580 / ( 0.0) ( 6 0 0 )· ( 0 0 0) ( 2. 0) (0.0) (3.0) (3.0) . . (2.0) . . . . 
ww 494 554 556 535 . 550 597 5·58 568 
•• 
(3:: 0) ( 3. 0) cLo> (3.,0) · (0 ·.0)· ( 6. 0) {0.0) · (2. 0) 
PW · · .. 463 54,1 537. ·509 543 - 596 . 589 576 
{ 0 ·• 0) . .. .. . {3.0) . (9.0) { 3. 0) ( 5. 0) ( 9. 0) '( 6. 0) (5.0) ~ ~ 
' ~ ' ·~ WP 552 . - 566 57 5 . 561 · -592 . 569 574 (.1~. 0) (6o0) . (~ ·· 0)·. .(6.0) ( 6. 0) (6.0) ( 6. 0) '-.:_..,.. ~ • • J 5t 4'91 556 564. - 537~ .. 554 . ·588 582 575 
O ' (4.0) ( 6 ."o > ( 1. 0) ( 4. 0) (4o0) __ (5o0) ( i. 0) . ( 4. 0) 
-
Pure . Blocks 
... 
.b ' 
. . , 
pp 401 522 53~ 487 518 570 5,46 545 
( 0. 0} ( ~ •. 0) ( 4 0 0) ( 3. 0 ). (4.0) . ( 8. 0.) (4.0) (6. 0) 
. ~ '-. ,. 
ww . 41~ 465 . 507 461 . 511 . · 531 514 . -519 . 
· (0.0 ('3.0) ( 4 .• 0)· (-2. 0) ('6 0 0) ( 3. 0) {4.0) (4. 0) 
' .. 
'· PW 428 451 493 45.8 . 507 549 536 531 
.. 
(1. 0) (8o0) (lOoO) {7. 0) ( 4·. 0) - ( 4. 0) (3.0) ( 4. 0) 
WP 456 ' 4-94 557- 502 . 534 ' 562 ;. 572· 556 
(7.0) .(3.0) ( 7 0 0)_ .(!)_.Q_) (1. 0) (6.0) l {3.0) (3 .• 0) ~ 
···' ' 
.. X 42.4 . ' 483 ·, 52 4 477 .518 · 553 -542 '538 ... -· 
' · 
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·· functi~n · of test stimulus (pi~ture or wor'd~ P2 or W2) -and of. t.l're three d~·l,ay 












or, .. ."a picture.. The interaction- is due to the ' fa_ct that ·with .J 
. . 
·a word .a .s th~ secon.d stimulus, Pl . and Wl matches irt~reased at 
<' •' ' Q 
. . . f ' ' •' 
roughly_ . t~e sam~ rate over" the three ?elays' but with a~ p).'cture .. 
~ Q • -. ' 1 . 
as the second 7-t,imulus ' · P~. matches increased much more ·· rapidly 
.q. 
·than Wl matches. 'from the . 5' to 2 9ec. interval~ - Tw<:' separate 
' . 
analyses of variance on P2 . ~~d ~2 matches with b~ock~, Sl) 
~ 
d~lay '· _and. Ss "a:s factors· yielded a significant Sl x De.lay · . 
0 " 
Interval 'inter~ction for the_ P2 analysis oply~ F (2,16)=7.49~ 
- . . 
E<.Ol, sugg~sting that differential rates of .increase were 
. co~fined ~o\~hese_m~ches. Multiple comparisqns by the N~wrnan­
Keuls test indicated that while' PP matches at the 2 sec. delay " . 
- . 0 
were, signif1cantly long:er than PP matches . at the ·.~ . sec. delay, 
the same comparison was not significant fo~ WP matches. With 
.. 
· the 8 sec. delay both PP and WP matches resulted· in significantly 
~ 
longer· ·RT~ thanr corresponding ma.tches at . 5 6r 2 s~c. In con-
· tra~t; .w"ith a word~~ the; second - stimu~us, the curves for PW , 
a1;1d WW matches were' sirniiar over all delays, as suggested: by ' 
' I ' o I • 
a • . • . ) 
the lack 6f a $1 x ·Interval interaction. Thus ~W matche~ at 
.5 sec. were significantly faster than PW matches at 2 p~d 8 
. 
' . . 
•sec. ,
0 
which did not differ from each other (Newtnart-:Keuls test) . 
I ~ 





The :sl x D'elay -Interval interaction noted above . 
sugges~s that. th~ memo~y re~resent~tion . bf a picture as the . 
. . ~ . . . 
first stimulus disappears ~ore rapi dly than the corresponding 
, ~ ' e rep~esentation of a word . . The main difference between ~this 
I 
. .. 
t 1 . v'• 
·finding a~d th~ · analogous -resul:t of Experiment I i.s that :the , I 
o I 









. ~ . . 
inter~ction was here · restricted to the · case where a picture 
""' 
. . 
ser.Ved. as the second stimulus. The ·reason for this is not 
entirely clear. 
I ' . 
It does not ·seem ·attributable to the use of 
. pure blocks trials·, since there were no interactions involving 
.. type of~ block in the initial ·overaJ) analysis .. Thus· the · 
results hold for both pure and mixed .blocks. - ~t might be · : 
noted in passing that the interaction shown . in the left panel 
of Figure 3 seems entirely due to ·the longer time required 
. ' . 
. . ' 
for a WP than a PP match· at the . 5 sec.· dela_y. -, 
(> 
The effects of the different pretraining procedure· 
can· be seen by comparing the m1xed blook results alone with 
. 
those of Experiment I. The main differences between the two 
' "' 
. ' 
set~ of data are that PW matches t~nd to be ~ore rapid in 
the second experiment, whereas WP matches were slowest of all I - . . 
in both _e.xperiments. Thus pr'etraining in labelling the 
p.1ctures s .eems . to have resu-lted in numerically faster RTs 
' . 
for ·pw over o'ther ty~es of· match~s, wh~reas pretraining in 
' . "' 
. ' 
imaging,to the words had little effect. In· general~ the 
addi~ion 
0 
of .these changes to th_e ,procedures of Experim~nt I 
di? ·little t~ clarify the nature of the. result of that 
exper.iment. Specifically, c,omparisons among the different 
match types were still largely inconclu~ive concerning relative 
., 
' . 
availabilities •. Apparently the RT method as used in the two 
... • -41 • ' 
.. 
experiments does not provide a sensiti v e test of s uch questions. 
I 
Different Responses. A 2x2x2x3x9 analys i s of variance 
with block type (mixed or pure)J Sl,' S2, delay, and Ss ~s · 
. . -
factors was carried out on the median RTs. The only significant 
/ . ~ 




36 • . 
. ~ . 
effects were ·. type of blo,7k a~d delay interval. Thus, longer · 
RTs were obtained in mixed as compared to-pure blocks, : · 
• 
. F ___ (l,_8)=32.4_1, E_( _.OOl_a·~d RTs increased withtlonger delays,, 
. 7 ' 
.' F (2,16)=4.so·, .. E.<.a·s: Differr'n't re.sponses were, in general, 
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Although the :r::esults of both experiments are for the 
most part· inconclusive, they do reveal certain trends con'-
~cerning the relative availability of visual and verbal codes 
for pictures and words. Discussion of relative code avail-
abilities is ·predicted on the assumption that if one code 
' is more available than another at a given delay, then 
, ;' 
comparison time will be· more rapid · if the second ·stimulus 
is in _the form ~f the more ava~lable code. In· Experiment I, 
. an Sl x S2 interaction resulted from the fact that overall . 
. . 
RT for PP versus PW matches did . not differ, whereas WW matches 
" 
·were significantly faster than WP. This suggested equal 
;· availability of both .codes· for pictures but greater avail-
ability of the verbal code for· words.. The same patte.rn of 
resu~ts fa~led ~o emerge ~n the sec~nd experiment, where Sl 
and S2 ~ere ~lgnifica~t main effects, but did not inte.ract. 
• I ~ • 
. 
Nonetheless, considering each of the 12 PP-PW and WW-WP 
comp.arisbns separately (Table 4) , we see that in 11 case·s 
WW comparisons were faster than W~ · (E,< ~ 01 ' by a sign test) 
while PP excreded PW in only 3 cases (~= .15 by a sign test). 
There is, theref~re, some justification for drawing a similar 
~ 
conclusion as arrived at for Ex~eriment I - name ly, tha t t he 
verbal c~de is more readily a vailable for .words while both 
· are about equally avai.labl~ i~ the case of pi ctures. 
• R 
· If. we app,ly this type of analysis to PW .versus ,wP 
. - ' 
comparisons across the two experiments, . we f ,ind that i'W is 
. 
faster tha~ WP in .15 of tne 18 comparisons (~<.01}. Even 
' . 
·. 
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in pure blocks all six PW comparisons were ·faster than WP. 
I 
Thus the av~ilability of the alte~nate .code for a picture 
. - . 
. . 
appears to be higher than the -alternate ~ode for a ~ord. 
' . ., I 
These results are convergent with labelling latency data 
• l 'J 
discussed by Paivio (1971) and offer added support . for this 
particular aspect · o~ dual coding theory. 
These ~entative conclusions regarding relative code 
. . 
oavailabilities for pictures versus ~ords must also be viewed 
in t~e ligh~ of the apparent influen~e of t~e delay factor. 
Even though individual comparisons between d'ifferent match 
t~pes at given delays were( with one -exception, , nonsignificant, 
the occurrence of a significant Sl x Delay interaction with 
both ·same and.'different respon~e~ / in . E:Xpeiimer;tt .I , ·and with 
' . -
same responses when 82 w~s a picture in Experiment II, 
deserves some comment. All three interactions were contributed 
I 
to py a more rapid incr:ease i .n the 'sp~ed of· comparisons which 
involved . pictures rather than word£ ~s first stimuli acros& 
delays, especially between .5 and ·2 sec. This suggests that 
visual memory r 1epresentations .as primed by the present 
experimental si t~at.iO'n -'aecrease\in availability faster than 
verb~~ representati~lls, as has be~ reported . by.· other inve~t-
' igators (Posner, 1970; Posner, et al., 1969; Posner ·& Keele, 
1967) • ,. 
Furthermore, tner~ is some .. indi~ation ·from. the form 
of the interactions that ~he visual code _ fo~ pict~res is used 
as the basis for comparisons with the second stimulus after · 






;.,.. · ...... 
( such a conclusion seems reasonable in the ligh~ of recent 
, evid~nce on differences between visual and -verbal rehearsal 
processes, which suggests that there may be- no counterpqrt 
to the well-known auditory-verb~! rehearsal lo6p jn visual 
- \ 
short-term memory (Shaffer & Shiffrin, 1972~ Shiffrin; 1973). 
While others have _presented evidence to the contrary (see 
.. 
Dal~, 19~3), ·there is reason to suppose that ·visual rehearsal 
is perhaps more difficul~ or at least less prevalent in the 
maintenance of informa~tion over relatively short time intervals. 
~ -
Thi~ could explain.~hy Ss.~n the present ex~erim~nts showed a 
- . . 
tendency -to rely on the verbal cod~ for pictures as the basis 
for c;:omparison over delays of 2 seconds or mo're. I-t could 
also provide a reason'why the verbal code for words s~ems 
_., 
to have -be'en pre£ erred, even in .pure blocks when it wa.~ known 
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TAB~E· - 1 
·-\ 
Variance on Median RT~ for 
-
44. 
{§arne · Res~onses Experiment I 
Source df MS . F 
. -\ 
'·- 997. 51\< Stimulus 1 (Sl) r, 1 1.09 
Sl X Subjects (Subj s.) 11 9.17. 03 
Stimulus 2 (52) 
.J 1 11218.3.0 3.51 
s2·.x Subjs. 11 3195.60 
(. 
(i) ~ D~1ay Interval .2 86727.40 . 36. 67'***. 
" I X Subjs . 22 2364.83 
) . 
5J:-x-'-52 1 ~s--;-se 9.03* 
51 X 52 X Subjs. 11 . 3965.·27 
• ' . .. 
51 I' 
, , 
X 2 4442.78 3.89* 
S1 X I X Subjs. ··22 -1142-.69 
' · 
52 I . 2 
-
898.59 0.80 X 
52 X I X Subjs. ~ 22 1130.01 
.) . 
-
S1 X 52 X :t 2 . 30·62. 44 2.35 
Sl 'x S2 X I X Subjs .• . 22 130+. 68 . 
.-
·-
Subjs. l;t 38568.10 
*~*12.<. o<n ~ 



















APPENDIX-A - ' TABLE 3 \ -
~ 
Summary Table for A~alysis of. Varianc'e on MeeHan RTs for 
· Same Responses'- Experiment II 
0 
Source df MS F 
46. 
Blocks (B) 1. Q 193441.00 
- ' 3620.95 
53.42*** 
B x Subjects csubjs. > 8 
. ·Stimulus 1 (Sl) 1 17031.10 









Sl X SU:bjs. 
Stimulus 2 ·(S2) 
. S2 X Subjs. 
pelay Interval (I) . 
I X Subjs. 
B X·Sl' 
• B X Sl X Subjs. 
B X 52 
B X 52 X Subjs. 
I i3 X I 
. B X ·I X Subjs. · 
'" 51 X 52 I . ' 
51 X S2 X 5ubjs. 
. 
5·1 x I .. ~, , ... 
·Sl X• J:' X Sub)s. 
52 X ·I . 
52 x . I X Supjs. · 
B X Sl X S2 .. 
' 
' B x ·51 X 52 X Subj s. 
~ 
B X 51 X I -
B X Sl X I X Subjs. 
B X 52 X· I 
B X S'2 X I ·f 5ubjs. 
. ' 51 x • 52 xI , 
, 51 X 52 X t :x Subjs. 
. 
B X 51 X 52 x I 
B;JC....-Sl X 52 X I X 5ubjs. 
........-
5ubjs. 
: ***'£.<. 001 
. **E.<. 91 
*E.< . 05 
' . 






































· 3816.94 1;76 
2172.06 







. 1'516. 90 
. 
. 0. 53 
. · .!?.52* 
. 2. 00 . 
.. 
. 3565.06 
'1780.64 A • 
. 416.63 .. · 
2823.96 
3664 .' 3.4 
'1362. 75 
' 14b8.22 ' 
. 31~0 . 81 ' . 
. .f ' 14094.9'0 . 
~· 3188.06 . 
. 44'6.91 
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47. 
APPENDIX"A ~ TABLE 4 
,. 
. ' . . . . ! . 
Summary Table for Analysis of Variance on Me.dian RTs .·for. · 
•., C • ' I ' ' I ( 
0 
..._ • ' ' · , ._ 
. . . 
Picture-Second (P2) Same Responses·.-· Experiment II 
.. J~ \ • 





. . . 
.. ' 
. . 
Blocks (B) 1 .. 8 8522. 80 28.96*** 
subjects 0 B·x (Subj s. } ·8 '3056. 87 
1169'7'. 90 
., 
52.16*** ' . Stimulus (Sl) 
.. 
1 







Delay (I). 2 95447.60 •14. 53*** 





B X Sl 1 ·ass·. 75 ·0. 23 
B X Sl X Subj~. 8 36 a a·. 89 •:~ 
.• 
\ 
• B 'X I 2 3740.66 1.10 \- . 
: 1! I.x· Subjs. 16 338~ .• 79. .. X "'j 
. 
0 . 
~1\.x _I . . -2 '. 220 -~d. 70 .7~49** . -
-
~ubj s. . ' .·· ·" Sl X I X ~6 294 7 '~ 43 
. . 
. ) . 
, 
i.70 .. B X -51 X I 2 2937.03 
/ 
B X Sl X I X Subjs. . 16 " .-~ 1725.70 
.. 
) -. 
' .. . 
.. 
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\ . . . . . , APPENDIX . ~ - .TABLES \ 
·." . · Stirnmary ·T~bl.e for:~Ana:lysis of Variaric~. ~ on .. Med:i,.an RT~ :~o.( · 
': ·:· . . ·,. ~~~d-S;econd· · (W2) s'ame R~spon~es . . - . ~et~e~t . J;I. ~· . 
,_ .. ~: ~ -1· 





s;-u:_r ce · · : .. .MS F 
. 
df~ 
. . . .-- l 
.. · --~--~--~~·~--~------~~~----~~~--~--~·~·--~--------T---~'~-
.... . ~. · .. ·.; . -~.· Blocks, · (B)~.... . ( ·. - · 1 . · " 1o'~~2'a1. o~ .. .. ... 51.~~*·~· 
. . . . . . ~ ·.: :.) ' 
.· - ~ · .x su~jec~s ·. (~ub~ s ~) a· . · 
I ' ' " . , . 
~ .. 
...... ' : : 1'\. 
... 
.• ... ·. 
.. 
., ' 
.. - ,. . ',. ,a·. • 
• I • 
Stimulus. 1 (Sl) 1 . 5837 .·37 3.64 
,· ... ,_ ~ . ' . . 
. . . ' ._,. 8 
. . 
' n 
• <;) , 
.. 





.... ' .. 






.  . 
. Sl .. ~ · subj.s; ·. ·. · 
< 
. ~e.lay Interval ·· (I} 
' 0 •• "• . ' 
I · X ·subjs. ,., \ . 
·. ·· -'; .... 
B X Sl ·· · 
:.· 
,B X Sl X Subjs •. • 
B x :I 
·.· . 
. . ... ... 
: .. 
<. f' . 












. · ~ . 
.· . 
·51444 ' •. 80 
3691 .• 08 
33,7.7 .-94 
1306'. 77 
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1. 90 
I .. , . . · 
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. ~. : x.,Sl X 
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. 3,71. 31 · 
'J,757 .31 . 
A 11,14. 53',' 






. . 0. 21 
0.97 
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APPENDIX'A· - TA~LE 6 
' . 
• .I ~ • 
Swnrn;:1ry Table - fo.r Ana·lysis 9.f- yar~an~e OIJ. f1edian RTs for"\.... 
. ,. 




Source df MS \) :f 
Blocks (B) 1 7 481~. 50 . 32.41*** 
. · I 




Stimulus 1 (Sl) 1 778.24 0.50 
Sl X Subj s. 8 1558·. 48 
St~mulus · 2 (S2} 1 ' . 12451. 80 2.58 
S2 x Subjs. 8 483.4. 22 
¥ .  
Delay Interval (I) 2 23472.60 4.50* · 
I x ' ·subj s. 16 5214.13 
B X S1 1 633.94 o . ·29 
B S1 x . Subj s. ,_. 8 2168.48 X 
B X S2 . 1 5766.06 3.35 
B X S2 X Subjs •. 0 8 1721. 53 
B X I 2 107:41 0. 07' 
B X I X Sub~ s. 16 -1,439. 94 
Sl x ~s2 ], 2103.13 
,:_ \ 1. 53 Sl x S2 . x Subj~;. 8 1376 . ·32 
Sl X ·I 2 . 2700.71 1. 43 
Sl X I X Subj s~. 16 1892.58 
S2 X I 2 1888.67 1. 45 
S2 X I X Subj s. 16 '1296.16 
B X Sl X S2 1 ,· .1525. 25 0.51 
B X S1 X 82 
~ ... 
~ Subj S ·. 8 2971.98 
. 
B X S1 x · I ~ 2 46 44 . 28 2 . 21' 
B X Sl ~ I X -Subj-s. 16 21os ·. 84 · 
' B -x S2 X ., I 2 1923.22 o .• 61-
82 ' B X X I · x _Subjs . 16 -3164 '. 06 
,_ 
· · Sl X 82 X r· 2 355.25 . 0. 38 
Sl X S2 X I X Subjs. 16 ). 940.69 ... 
B X S1· X S2 X I 2 1486.16 0.8 3 
X S1 x Subj s ~ ' B X 82 X I 16 1783 . 31 
8ubjs. \ 88749.60 \ :-, 
.***E.<·.ool 
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